
Variety is the Spice of Life:

I've been fortunate to conduct professional learning with educators, school leaders and

university personnel on various strategies and techniques that improve student success when

working with gifted and advanced level racial, culturally, ethnically and linguistically different

(RCLED) students. During these trainings, I’m frequently asked what schools can do to increase

diverse representation within gifted education and in Advanced Placement programs and what

teachers can do to be more inclusive of diverse populations in their classrooms. There isn’t a “one

and done” answer to increasing diversity within gifted education. This has been a concern of

many scholars in the field of gifted education. There are many underlying factors and there is

still much work to be done related to increasing diversity in gifted education.
 

The same diversity that is ever-present in America's schools should be reflected within advanced

level programs like gifted, Pre-AP, AP, dual credit and IB. These programs should mirror the

diversity in schools. Current demographic changes include the growth of an increasingly diverse

student population with greater academic, economic, and social needs (Cartledge & Kourea,

2008). Although school and district leaders set the tone in providing an inclusive school climate

and culture modeled to promote diversity, educators have a major impact on how diversity is

represented in the classroom. From the environment to the curriculum to the student

interactions, an educator impacts the life of a student tremendously. As an educator first and

foremost, I want to offer a few suggestions that teachers could implement to promote diversity

within the classroom, specifically with gifted students.
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All children deserve to have their educational needs met in their schools. Rarely do

people disagree with this statement. However, throughout my career I have had to

advocate for gifted and talented students to be included in the reference to “all

children.” It doesn’t stop there, either. I have had to advocate for children of

poverty, children whose first language is other than English, children who are

Black and Hispanic, and children who have exceptionalities to have their needs

met as gifted and talented learners. It has always baffled me how “all children”

loses its meaning somewhere between mission statement development and

implementation.

 

My doctoral dissertation research focused on bilingual teachers’ perspectives on

identifying gifted and talented bilingual students. The research on which my

literature review was based covered decades of work by well-respected leaders in

the field of gifted education. I was motivated by the desire to better serve the

students in my school district every day and to help solve the decades-old

problem of underrepresentation that was frustratingly persistent. Surely dedicated,

forward thinking, inclusive educators could solve this problem. I completed my

dissertation in 2007. How is it possible that twelve years later the field is still

wrestling with the same problem?

 

We all lose (and I mean all) when we fail to develop the abilities of children from

every population and every community. This is a problem we all share and we

must all take action. 

 

TAG is committed to moving the field of gifted education forward so that all really

means all. Students of underrepresented populations are first and foremost in our

decision-making as we advocate, and develop professional learning opportunities

and resources. I ask that you do the same. As you go about your daily work, ask

yourself how that work helps address the needs of gifted and talented students

who have been missed for so long. If each of us takes action, we will surely make

progress.

 

I hope this newsletter’s content helps you get started. Whether you start in your

classroom, making sure it is an inviting, equitable space for diverse learners, or you

start by advocating at the state or national level to ensure decision makers know

about the Excellence Gap, take action.

 

 Lynette Breedlove, Ph.D.
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Cultural Responsiveness in Curriculum and Instruction
 

Diversity should be embraced in the classroom and viewed as an asset and not a barrier.  One of

the best ways to promote diversity in the classroom is through culturally responsive teaching.

Geneva Gay (2010) and Gloria Ladson Billings (1995) are integral in providing ways that cultural

relevancy and responsiveness promote success for students from diverse backgrounds in the

classroom. Since the racial-ethnic composition of schools today is becoming more diverse, it is

imperative for teachers to incorporate this into their curriculum and instruction. Culturally

responsive teaching is defined by Gay (2000) as using the cultural knowledge, frames of reference,

prior experiences and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning

encounters more relevant to and effective for them.
 

When it comes to curriculum for culturally diverse gifted students, Ford (2010) suggests the

following questions teachers should ask themselves while developing curriculum to ensure that it

engages culturally different students and has meaning for them. 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to implementing these questions during curriculum creation, culturally responsive

instruction in the gifted classroom should involve student interests, differentiation and

collaboration among student groups. Gay (2000) states culturally responsive instruction

incorporates the following:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Incorporating the aforementioned components into instruction and curriculum for diverse gifted

students has the potential to increase student achievement in schools.

 

Engage in Critical Self Reflection
 

In order to maintain cultural responsiveness, educators in gifted programs must also critically

reflect on their practices. Nieto (2013) states that when teachers are culturally responsive they know

that before they can understand their students, they need to figure out who they, themselves, are.

This will require culturally responsive gifted teachers to recognize and address their own biases and

misconceptions and make sure they critically self-reflect so this won’t get in the way of quality

teaching. 

How have teachers tried to ensure that all students are interested, engaged, and motivated
by what is taught? 
In what ways can teachers make connections between what they must teach—the formal,
written, mandated curriculum and what culturally different students want to learn?

Acknowledges the legitimacy of the cultural heritage(s) of culturally different groups,
both as legacies that effect students’ attitudes and approaches to learning, and as
content worthy to be taught in the formal, mandated curriculum; 
Builds bridges of relevance between home, community, and school experiences; the
learning experience becomes seamless; 
Uses a range of instructional strategies that are connected to different learning styles,
preferences, and needs; 
Teaches students to know, respect, and appreciate their own cultural heritage, and the
heritage(s) of others; cultural pride is nurtured; and 
CRI incorporates multicultural information, materials, and resources in all school subjects
and activities. (Gay, 2000, p. 29)

continued from p. 1
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Find Value in Culture and Language
 

Gay (2010) explains that more racially and ethnically diverse students, their families and advocates

are demanding the right to be recognized, respected, and educated for who they are, instead of

having to conform to Eurocentric norms as a condition for receiving high-quality educational

opportunities. Teachers of students who are gifted and diverse can work on developing

relationships with these families and advocates, viewing culture as an asset to curriculum,

instruction and the school community as a whole. Teachers can foster relationships with families

by building partnerships to aid in positive student experiences in gifted classrooms. Tying back to

the self-reflection piece, teachers in gifted programs of diverse learners should be aware that many

times students' language and/or culture may not be represented in the curriculum. This is where

the cultural responsiveness of the teacher should appear, recognizing that it is their responsibility

to make a goal where all students’ cultures are valued and are reflected through curriculum and

instructional practices in the gifted classroom.

 

Seek Professional Learning Opportunities
 

Teachers must continue to be lifelong learners and seek out opportunities to deepen their

professional knowledge, nurturing and supporting culturally diverse students in the gifted

classroom. Professional learning is important for any educator, but it is especially important for

those who serve diverse gifted populations as the research is continuing to evolve and new and

innovative ways to identify diverse gifted populations are emerging. I believe that by continuously

learning about various student populations in gifted, teachers can remove biases, assumptions and

misconceptions commonly associated with diverse students in gifted. I believe this also can build

an awareness, promote inclusivity and increase advocacy efforts among educators of the gifted. 

 

Although the journey in supporting the gifted diverse has made strides, there is still much work to

be done. When teachers put student well-being at the forefront of their purpose, success is sure to

follow. Schools and teachers who implement culturally responsive philosophies act as change

agents to develop a more comprehensive approach to the success of RCELD students in gifted

programs. There is no easy formula to promote diversity in gifted programs. You must have

individuals dedicated to the cause of promoting equity, diversity and inclusion within their

classroom environment and supportive leaders throughout the process. The work is tough, but it

can be done, and it is worth it!
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Speaking Out: Reducing the Opportunity Gap and

the Excellence Gap

Recently, the press has featured stories about gifted education, stories with a focus

on lack of equal access for all children to gifted education services. Certainly, the

goal is for all children to have appropriately challenging educational experiences

from their entry into school to their graduation. Any lack of opportunity for children

to have services they need provides reasons for advocates to speak up. Please

remember that needs of children with gifts and talents come from their strengths

so they may not look needy.

 

The Excellence Gap is the discrepancy between groups of students at advanced

levels of achievement rather than gaps at proficient or grade-level achievement as is

indicated in the Achievement Gap. Looking at the data on achievement for children

from lower-income homes, children who are black or brown, those with English as

their second language, and those with disabilities (who may also be gifted or twice-

exceptional) may be the key to messaging about the need to use universal

screening and local norms to identify children who can achieve at advanced levels

and provide appropriately challenging services in order to reduce both the

Achievement and Excellence Gaps.

 

Advocating to reduce the Excellence Gap is key to changing the situation in school

after school, district after district, and state after state. Speaking out is most effective

with data from the school that highlights percentages of children in subgroups who

are identified but are often not performing at advanced levels of achievement.

These data will spark discussion as to what can be done to change the situation in

order for children from all racial and ethnic groups, those who are English language

learners, and those from impoverished backgrounds to have ongoing opportunities

to learn at high levels. The first thing that must be in place for that to happen is for

educators to believe these children can learn at advanced levels and provide

learning experiences that remove the learning ceiling.

 

The Opportunity Gap goes hand in hand with the Excellence Gap. It is essential that

there are ongoing opportunities to learn at high levels and that they are actual

opportunities if tuition and transportation are involved. Opportunities in school as

well as out of school build bright futures for children from all backgrounds.

 

"We know there are far too many children in North Carolina schools who are black,
brown, language learners, or impoverished who come to school not just ready to
learn but yearning to learn, capable of going further than their classmates,” Shelagh

Gallagher said (Fofaria, October 2, 2019). That would be true in many if not all states.

Advocacy is the starting place. Advocates can sound the alarm and create awareness of the

Excellent Gap and the Opportunity Gap. It is up to you to speak out!
 

 

Fofaria, R. (2019, October 2). Are teachers ‘talent scouts’ or ‘deficiency detectives’ for minority and low-
income students? Retrieved from https://www.ednc.org/2019/10/02/are-teachers-talent-scouts-for-
minority-and-low-income-students-or-deficiency-detectives/

Julia Link Roberts, Ed.D.
Mahurin Professor of Gifted Studies at WKU

TAG Standards and Accreditation Coordinator
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It’s back! Techie Tools for Investigation, Part 2 continues with sharing favorite resources to help

you provide students opportunities to build content knowledge and skills, enable creative

problem solving through shared ideas, and offer opportunities to learn in authentic, real-world

environments. In the Spring 2019 newsletter, we shared multiple tools to assist students in

learning new content, using content in new contexts, and engaging in creative and critical

problem-solving. We focused on augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) tools that allowed

students to gather information, data, and/or evidence from a seemingly authentic environment. 
 

In this issue, we bring you technology resources that promote student creativity and collaboration.

When thinking about putting technology in the hands of the students, consider the purpose of

using the tool and time for creativity; the main purpose is to create an enjoyable teaching and

learning environment that triggers student creativity and collaboration. Multiple sources and tools

allow all learners to reveal their exceptionalities or potential. Twice-exceptional (2E) learners need

opportunities to use higher-level thinking skills (Franklin-Rohr, 2012) as they create and build

projects, models, and visual representations of their learning, ideas, concepts, and solutions

(Winebrenner, 2003). Twice-exceptional learners also need a nurturing environment that supports

the development of the students’ potential. Technology can be the catalyst that initiates

collaboration between learners.  The resources below are effective technology tools for creativity

and collaboration. 
 

Memes
 

 

Technology Tools for Investigation, Pt. 2

Image retrieved from:

http://www.quickmeme.com/p/3vpbw3

In our first example, memes, students can create original

memes about a specific topic (e.g., energy transformation) as a

formative assessment allowing about one week for creativity

and content knowledge to merge into a meme. Students

creating memes initiate complex interactions between

learning and sociocultural context (Sfard & Prusak, 2005).

Serano (2018) suggests providing structure and guidance to

younger students, but older students most likely know how to

create memes on their laptops, tablets or smartphones. To find

a resource for you and your students, search “meme-creation

program” in your device’s app store, or on your laptop. Some of

our favorites include Meme Creator

(https://www.memecreator.org/), Meme Generator

(https://makeameme.org/memegenerator), and Quick

Meme (http://www.quickmeme.com/).

creativity and collaboration

Michelle Buchanan, MAT

STEMteach Master Teacher

University of Central Arkansas

TAG Public Relations Coordinator

Debbie Dailey, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor

University of Central Arkansas

TAG President Elect
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Comic Strips
 

Instead of learners writing a story, ask

them to draw it for a change.

Research supports the use of comic

strips to assist struggling readers as an

alternative to traditional texts (Johns,

2003; McVicker, 2005; McVicker,

2007), and they also boost visual

thinking and creativity while 

engaging learners in the content (Hughes, 1998; Toh, Cheng, Ho, Jiang, & Lim, 2017). A challenge with

finding storyboard platforms is in the appropriateness for all age groups, ranging from ease of use for

younger students to complexity and multiple options for older students.  Comic strips have multiple

applications in the classroom: create a new ending for a book that they've read, utilize new

vocabulary learned, and demonstrate the effect of an environment without a major predator. Pixton

(https://www.pixton.com), Storyboard That (https://www.storyboardthat.com/), Make Beliefs

Comix (https://www.makebeliefscomix.com), and Strip Generator (http://stripgenerator.com/)
are some of our favorites.

Image courtesy of Flipgrid

Flipgrid
 

Many teachers have caught

#Flipgridfever. Flipgrid is an amazing

tool where teachers and learners reflect

and collaborate using video. Teachers

can provide feedback to learners and

learners can provide feedback to one

another. For example, learners can

explain how to solve a math problem,

explain a proper science lab safety

procedure, or record a short skit

summarizing a book or character

analysis. Teachers can use Flipgrid to

publish a series of instructional videos

for learners to watch and reply with

clarifying questions. 

Studies show consistent positive effects of experience with the video annotation tool for learner

engagement with reflection (Mirriahi, Joksimović, Gašević, & Dawson, 2018; Niess, & Gillow-Wiles,

2019). However, some individuals experience anxiety when video recording themselves. Flipgrid gives

its users the opportunity to post a video without being seen in the video, which can make video

reflections more accessible to all learners. For example, users can place stickers or emojis to cover

their faces, and users can create and upload a narrated comic strip or animation as their response in

lieu of a selfie video. Our colleague, Dr. Jason Trumble created a Fligrid Menu

(http://bit.ly/JTrumbleFlipGrid) for teachers and learners to use as they create and reflect on videos.

 

The inevitable truth is that teaching and learning processes are inseparable from technology. These

tools are alternative strategies that yield creativity and innovation for teaching and learning. There

are too many tools to mention in this short newsletter article but we encourage you to learn about 
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technology tools that are available. Try to learn at least one new tool each year to use with your

students. One way we keep abreast of technology is through professional conferences. CEC always

has a technology strand providing useful information and presentations. Additionally, we subscribe

to a newsletter called Free Technology for Teachers (http://practicaledtech.com/).  Subscribe to

the newsletter and Richard Byrne will send you helpful technology tips each week. It is important to

remember that technology does not replace good teaching. An effective teacher will utilize

technology as a tool for learning, not a replacement for teaching. In the coming TAG newsletters, we

will also discuss the various uses of sketchnotes in the classroom.
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Mark your Calendar

We hope that you will make plans to join us at

CEC's  2020 National Convention in Portland.

The convention is a great place to network

with other educators and learn more about

what is happening in the fields of gifted and

special education! 
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I hope that this edition of the TAG Update
finds you all well as we enter into the winter

months. This quarter we have focused on

advocating for increasing equitable access to

gifted students from diverse backgrounds. As

you use your voice to advocate for your

students, schools, and children don't forget

that there are many resources available to

you through TAG. Please let us know how we

can help as you pursue closing the

excellence gap!

http://cectag.com/

